Determination of oseltamivir (Tamiflu®) and oseltamivir carboxylate in dried blood spots using offline or online extraction.
Using dried blood spots (DBS) for quantitation of the antiviral drug oseltamivir (Tamiflu(®)), an ester prodrug, and its active metabolite oseltamivir carboxylate could provide ethical and logistic benefits. Hence, its feasibility was investigated using a previously developed column-switching LC-MS/MS method. Sensitivity, precision and accuracy in DBS were comparable to standard plasma assays. Chemically treated cards provided enhanced ex vivo stability of the ester prodrug in rodent blood. Online extraction was realized using the manual TLC-MS interface or the fully automated Sample Card and Prep system. Rat pharmacokinetic study data showed good correlation between plasma, liquid blood and DBS. From a bioanalytical perspective, DBS is potentially suited for Tamiflu analysis in animals and humans. Automation of the process by online DBS extraction promises workload reduction and throughput increase.